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Introduction

This article addresses some of the legal challenges arising from non-international armed conflicts, arguing that the general principles of international humanitarian law do not fully meet the requirements of the task. Particularly, I will address the issue of Provincial Reconstruction Teams and the law of occupation. To address these issues, I will refer the concept of counterinsurgency and insurgency. It helps better understand the dynamics related to the modern armed conflicts. The principle of distinction will be presented as part of the discussion on the role of military-oriented humanitarian projects, such as the Provincial Reconstruction Teams. Further, the article will refer to the validity of the law of occupation in the light of concepts such as *ius post bellum* from the perspective of modern counterinsurgency.

Humanitarian Law vs. Modern Conflict

The law of armed conflict, also known as the laws of war or international humanitarian law, was developed and codified to govern state-to-state conflicts.\(^1\) That was ideological, moral and ethical assumption or background behind the creation of humanitarian law. The traditional, symmetrical warfare is to be understood as an armed conflict between states of roughly equal military strength.\(^2\) War-
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ring parties operate under similar principles using similar means and methods of warfare. In traditional conflicts, the need to destroy an enemy has traditionally been considered the centre of gravity, reflecting the concept of Frederick the Great of “complete destruction of one’s enemies” which can be accomplished by death, injury, or any other means.

However, modern conflicts are – in most cases – non-international in character. During such conflicts, non-state actors employ asymmetric means and methods against state military forces. Inequalities in arms and significant disparity between belligerents have become a prominent feature of various contemporary armed conflicts such as the one in Afghanistan. The spread of innovations like portable hand-held missiles, difficult to detect or undetectable explosives, and communication tools offered loosely-organized insurgents affordable and effective means of confronting stronger opponents. Democratization or privatization of the means of warfare provided opportunities for non-state actors to challenge not only their own governments but also the international powers and superpowers.

Additionally in conventional conflicts the centre of gravity of the military operations was to kill or capture the enemy or its military forces. Current conflicts show a significant change in emphasis. The centre of gravity is a civilian population and the war is often conducted to win the “hearts and minds” of the population. What is more, the traditional doctrine to kill and capture is sometimes changed to a more holistic one. The new “win-the-population” doctrine imposes different types of obligation on military forces. The only effective way of “winning” a modern armed conflict is to bring stability, sound economy and rules of law. For that purpose, military means and methods have to be mixed with policing ones. Currently as Pfanner argues “it is debatable whether the challenges of asymmetrical war can be met with the contemporary law of war.” It seems that the current situation may require modification of rules of international humanitarian law. The most recent substantive amendments to Geneva law occurred with the adoption of the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions in 1977. Since then, despite rapid development in international law, little has been done to address burning questions of modern humanitarian law, notwithstanding the adoption of instruments restricting or prohibiting the use of certain types of weapon, including anti-personnel landmines.
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Modern Counterinsurgency

Counterinsurgency (COIN) in general “is military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological and civic actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency.”11 This non-legally binding definition embraces a broad spectrum of activities.12 A counterinsurgent’s task is different from a conventional warrior’s one. He or she is supposed to work smarter rather than harder during planning and executing counterinsurgency strategy.13 Since insurgents derive their support from the local population, only when the local population turns against the insurgency can counterinsurgency be considered successful.14 This approach requires a multidisciplinary approach both from scholars and practitioners. During modern counterinsurgency operations it is necessary for military forces to melt into local environment by collecting tribal and demographical intelligence as well as threat intelligence.15 It is also vital to require knowledge on subjects such as governance, economic development, public administration and the rule of law.16

Modern counterinsurgency operations are not a new development, but they have never before seemed to be so essential to future conflicts.17 Counterinsurgency embraces holistic activities orientated on civilian population. Killing the opponent is considered a last resort.18 This argument is supported by gen David Petraeus in his Manual on Counterinsurgency where he presents some of the major principles of conducting anti insurgency operations. They are as follow: a) sometimes, the more you protect your force the less secure you may be, b) some of the best weapon for counterinsurgent is do not shoot, c) sometimes, the more force is used, the less effective it is, and d) the more successful the counterinsurgency is, the less force can be used and the more risk must be accepted.19

During counterinsurgency operations shift of the weight has to be addressed on defensive, and stability operations. In particular it is civil security, essential services, governance, economic and infrastructure development.20 The balance of offensive and defensive operations is essential to counterinsurgency. In that
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respect COIN differs from peacekeeping operation. In peacekeeping operations absence of violence is a goal. In COIN situation the goal is much more compound where lack of violence may mask insurgent's preparation for combat.\textsuperscript{21} However the cornerstone of any counterinsurgency is to establish security for the civilian population. Without secure environment, no reforms can be implemented.\textsuperscript{22} Security based not on military presence in military bases and travelling in armoured vehicles from point A to B, but rather on proximity to the local population, foot patrolling etc.\textsuperscript{23} To be successful in counterinsurgency troops have to engage with the populace. Close contact with local population allows soldiers to learn to understand social environment, to build trust and to have opportunity to obtain intelligence.\textsuperscript{24} According to gen Petraeus "kindness and compassion can often be as important as killing and capturing insurgents".\textsuperscript{25} To successfully counter insurgents one must also heavily rely on the indigenous security and military forces. It embraces sponsoring, training and mentoring local forces.

All parties to the asymmetric conflict conduct both civilian and military actions. Insurgents are blended with the civilian population as the enemy moves within and through the population, whereas the governmental and foreign armed forces carry out projects which are often not military in nature. As a result during counterinsurgency operation it is difficult to define what military effort is and what is not. This issue have to be considered with the one fundamental assumption in mind. Observance of humanitarian and human rights law is in case of counterinsurgency of an utmost importance. Any human rights or humanitarian law abuse committed by intervening forces – apart from strictly moral dimension has also a pragmatic one. Each such an event quickly becomes known throughout the local population and eventually around the world. Illegitimate actions undermine counterinsurgency effort in both long and short term aspect.\textsuperscript{26}

**Provincial Reconstruction Team**

One of the best known ISAF programmes, which constitutes a part of counterinsurgency effort, is the Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) project. Such teams operate in each province under control of the ISAF countries and coordinate, develop, and fund local projects. Their aim is to rebuild the country in cooperation with local population which is to determine what is needed to make society stable and secure from the insurgent ideology. Provincial Recon-
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struction Teams are considered as a mean to extend the reach and enhance the legitimacy of the central government. They usually consist of 50 to 300 troops and representatives of development and diplomatic agencies. In secure areas PRTs maintain low profile whereas in more volatile PRTs work closely with combat units and local government. In every case PRT’s activity embraces security sector reform, building local governance, reconstruction and development. Despite their humanitarian agenda they constitute an element of counterinsurgency warfare with military aims as a goal. These projects are used to gain the trust and support of the local population and this way supporting the counterinsurgency efforts. The Provincial Reconstruction Team may be seen as military answer addressing the security sector reform, reconstruction, development and governance which are domains of humanitarian organizations. But in reality the establishment of PRT by the Coalition forces in Afghanistan has blurred the lines between the role and objectives of political and military players on the one hand and humanitarian players on the other.

The question of the legality of the PRT is important. PRTs focus their humanitarian activity on civilian population. But it has to be noted that PRTs are included in the military structure. Personnel engaged in these projects wear uniforms and are under military chain of command and responsibility. These projects are orientated toward a military (politically motivated) gain. As such their activities blur the line between what is and what is not military action and may affect the principle of distinction.

It is difficult to establish a legal framework for PRT activities. This is because it is a new invention, not regulated by humanitarian law. To address legal ramification of PRT it is necessary to refer to the already existing humanitarian law norms. Common article 3 says “in the case of armed conflict not of an international character [...] each party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the following provisions: Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, [...] shall in all circumstances be treated humanely”. Lengthy definition of expressions such as “humane treatment” or “to treat humanely” is unnecessary, as they have entered sufficiently into current parlance to be understood. So humanitarian projects run by military forces may be considered as being correspondent with the common Art. 3. Similarly Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol II also states the
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principle of humanitarian treatment by art. 4. A good example is provided by Art. 4.3 of AP II which states that children shall be provided [...] (a) education. This corresponds to the PRTs activity in terms of building schools and providing relevant educational materials such as books. The above mentioned regulations indicate that treaty law does not forbid humanitarian activities which enter within the scope PRT’s effort.

The analysis becomes more complicated if we try to look at the legal constraints of the PRT’s activity from the perspective of the principle of distinction. The principle of distinction holds that “parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military objectives.” The principle is expanded to non-international armed conflict by article 13 of Additional Protocol II which provides that “the civilian population and individual civilians shall enjoy general protection against the dangers arising from military operations.” The importance of the principle is highlighted by art 85 (3) (a) Additional Protocol I, which states that violation of the principle of distinction is deemed a grave breach and under art 85 (5) a war crime. Additionally the principle of distinction attained customary status which means that it is applicable for both international and non-international armed conflicts (also these regulated only by common Art. 3 of Geneva Conventions).

This issue becomes even more complex when we approach the notion of military objectives. AP II applicable during non international conflict such as in Afghanistan has little to say about the principle of distinction in terms of military objectives. In this respect customary law is more specific. Rule 8 of the ICRC study on customary law says: “In so far as objects are concerned, military objectives are limited to those objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose partial or total destruction, capture or neutralisation, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage.” This definition of military objectives is currently “widely accepted.”

PRT’s effort is an intrinsic part of counterinsurgency and constitutes an effective contribution to military effort, in the sense that it enhances the likelihood of success. Every school, every police building, every road and every hospital built by
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PRT forms a part of the military counterinsurgency measures. It is a part of a battle for "hearts and minds". It is smart, it is pragmatic but it is still warfare. Especially since PRTs are responsible not only for construction of civilians orientated buildings like schools but also for construction buildings which are police or military in nature such as for example police academy in Nuristan Province.\(^{38}\) It some respect it resembles the situation of the Israel in occupied territories. Building infrastructure of governance increases governmental control over the land. Although infrastructure is civilian, the results are military and they constitute a response toward insurgency.\(^{39}\) PRT’s projects are positively resulting on behalf of central government in Kabul. Thus they directly support both governmental control over provinces and actions against former, Taliban government. So the question is whether military built objects are military objectives?

There are two possible ways of qualifying PRT projects in legal terms. The first option is that we will consider the status of schools, and other community orientated constructions, as military. It is because all NATO’s PRT sponsored actions could be considered as a winning hearts and minds strategy. It is part of counterinsurgency and offers definite military advantage. This approach is supported by the gen Petraeus position presented in COIN manual. According to him "all operations have an intelligence (military) component. All soldiers and marines collect information whenever they interact with population. Operations should therefore always include intelligence collection requirements".\(^{40}\) As a result of such approach PRT’s projects and achievements need to be considered as a military objectives and legitimate target.

The second option is to accept PRT activity as partially civilian in character and exclude their results from being considered as legitimate targets for insurgents. PRT staff is included in the military chain of command and responsibility. They wear uniforms and a distinctive sign. They are protected by military escort. While performing their task they are legitimate target. But when their task is finished a school or a road which was built becomes a civilian object protected by the humanitarian law.\(^{41}\)

Nowadays there is no alternative to military-sponsored aid. PRTs are part of a counterinsurgency effort. Their actions may affect principle of distinction. But also there is little choice. Only governments are able to provide the amount of money which significantly changes the situation in places like Afghanistan. Only


\(^{40}\) COIN Manual, p. 3–1, par. 3–4.

\(^{41}\) It is also disputable. For insurgents destruction of the school offers a definite military advantage when hearts and minds or terrorizing of the local community is at stake.
governments are able to provide some form of protection to PRT specialists. In asymmetric, non-international armed conflict PRTs are a necessary element.

Law of Occupation from the Perspective of Modern Conflicts

Provincial Reconstruction Teams are an element of a bigger phenomenon i.e. a responsibility to bring the particular state to stability. Their activities are often conducted within the framework of nation building or quasi occupation. The important question here is what is and what is not allowed under the law of occupation? Is it allowed under international law to use PRT to change the country? These questions bring us to the issue whether PRTs activities violate the law of occupation.42

The legal status of the occupier is regulated by the 1907 Hague Regulation (articles 42-56). The most relevant article 43 states: “the authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country”.43 This regulation (already in existence for more than a hundred years) reflects the position at that time. The final status of occupied territory was a matter to be resolved by the parties in a peace treaty. In the meantime, the task of international law was to preserve status quo.44

Complementary to the Hague Regulation was the IV Geneva Convention relating to the protection of civilian persons in time of war45 – particularly articles 27-34 and 47-48 which refer to the legal obligations of the occupier. These articles establish a minimum standard of governance.46 IV GC also introduces a cessation of the applicability of Convention. It states in Art. 6 “that the application of the present Convention shall cease on the general closure of military operations. In the case of occupied territory, the application of the present Convention shall cease one year after the general closure of military operations”. Additional Protocol I de-
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43 Convention (IV) respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its annex: Regulations concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land. The Hague, 18 October 1907.


develops these standards. As a supplementary to treaty law several customary rules were also recorded in the ICRC study on particular aspects of occupation.\textsuperscript{47} Short summary of the treaty law and customary law indicates that occupation should fulfil three assumptions: occupation is temporary, non transformative, and limited in scope.\textsuperscript{48} As a result any attempt to permanently reform or change an occupied state would be unlawful.\textsuperscript{49} But the premise that occupiers will preserve \textit{status quo ante}, as convincingly Kirsten Bonn writes, demonstrated to be a fiction.\textsuperscript{50} The issue related to the applicability of the law of occupation is that the consistent and almost universal disuse of it calls into question to what extent this branch of humanitarian law retains legal authority.\textsuperscript{51} State practice indicates almost no compliance with the law of occupation; this is sometimes illustrated by the general lack of meaningful international condemnation when it is disregarded.\textsuperscript{52} As Harris says “the law of occupation long had been in a state of innocuous desuetude”.\textsuperscript{53} What makes this law even less relevant to modern challenge is that the main body of treaty and customary regulations are applicable only during an occupation resulting out of international armed conflict.

If law of occupation importance has decreased in recent years, than the question is what next? Should the intervening states rebuild the country which was invaded? Is international community responsible for Afghanistan or other conflict areas? It seems that the answer is yes. Without positive western world contribution these areas may turn into rouge states where human rights violations occur and international terrorism and organized crime finds shelter.


\textsuperscript{49} G.T. Harris, 'The Era...:', p. 9. “For example change of the laws of the occupant is permissible if ‘necessitated’ by the occupant’s interest or by military necessity”. Prof. Openheim quoted by the E.H Schwenk in 'Legislative Power of the Military Occupant under Article 43 Hague Regulations', \textit{Yale Law Journal}, Vol. 54, No. 2 (1945), p. 400.
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Is There a Need for a New Law?

Popularity of the PRTs, the new approach to counterinsurgency and law of occupation *desuetudo* brings us to a concept which embraces all of it i.e. *ius post bellum*. It is a broad concept embracing both conflict and post conflict societies.\(^5^4\) It is perceived as a framework to deal with challenges of post conflict transformation and state building. It has also been associated with the conduct of legislative reforms in post conflict areas and the consolidation of the rule of law.\(^5^5\) This concept has a long history since it was already recognized by the German philosopher and just war theorist, Immanuel Kant, at the end of eighteen century.\(^5^6\) But from the perspective of contemporary legal discussion the question is however, whether it has any legal meaning.\(^5^7\)

As argued previously, the law of occupation is increasingly perceived as an insufficient answer to the legal challenges of peace building\(^5^8\) or modern counterinsurgency. So the fundamental question is whether *ius post bellum* can be understood in a normative sense, as a concept which regulates the relationship between participants of armed conflict in situations of transition, rather than a moral principle or a legal catchphrase.\(^5^9\)

The regulation which may indicate the *in statu nascendi* character of *ius post bellum* is UN SC Resolution 1483.\(^6^0\) The Security Council created a framework where the Special Representative of the Secretary General acting in collaboration with Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq (CPA) was given a specific task to undertake changes in Iraqi infrastructure which went far beyond what might be per-
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\(^{60}\) S/RES/1483 (2003). This particular Resolution on is interesting. On one hand it support law and institution revision when at the same time it support idea of respecting the same laws and institutions, what is seems to be contradictory. See Art. 4 Calls upon the Authority, consistent with the Charter of the United Nations and other relevant international law, to promote the welfare of the Iraqi people through the effective administration of the territory, including in particular working towards the restoration of conditions of security and stability and the creation of conditions in which the Iraqi people can freely determine their own political future; where Art. 5 Calls upon all concerned to comply fully with their obligations under international law including in particular the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Hague Regulations of 1907. The same point of view is represented by many scholars, see: D.J. Scheffer, 'Beyond Occupation Law', *American Journal of International Law*, Vol. 97, No. 4 (2003), p. 844, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/3133684.
mitted under a conservative approach toward the law of occupation. As a result the CPA adopted over 100 measures designed to remove the legal and institutional instruments of the Husain regime. The Security Council's resolutions played similar role in other "quasi-occupation" situations, such as Kosovo and East Timor. This raises questions about the relationship between UN regulations and international humanitarian law. To what extent may UN Security Council Resolutions supplement and override the provisions of humanitarian law? This particularly worth looking at in the light of Art. 103 of the UN Charter which states: "in the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members of the United Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail". This article provides clear interpretation guidance. In case of conflict between treaty law and Security Council resolutions the latter overrides.

The notion of ius post bellum was utilized not only by Security Council in its resolutions but also in other UN documents. For example United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros Ghali in his proposal for post conflict peace building in "Agenda for Peace from 1992 referred to the ius post bellum concept. These may indicate in statu nascendi process of ius post bellum concept.

This approach of disuse of GC IV leads countries to refer mostly or entirely to the UN resolutions which govern multilateral peace or peace enforcement operations. Taking into consideration the asymmetrical character of modern conflicts, nation building and counterinsurgency under the UN umbrella seem to be not only an interesting but a necessary option. The Development of the concept of human rights obliges the international community not only to intervene but also to create an environment where mass atrocities/war crimes/genocide are much less likely to take place in the future. To prevent this, state building, implementation of good governance, and the support of a sound economy have to take place. All these activities constitute a broad interpretation of ius post bellum. Interestingly modern counterinsurgency and ius post bellum share the same principles and methods vide Afghanistan or Iraq. In terms of principles both are orientated towards bringing and sustaining peace to a civilian population as the
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centre of gravity. As to the methods, they are orientated toward nation building, rule of law and development of the country infrastructure and economy. Of course counterinsurgency is only relevant in situations where insurgency exists, whereas *ius post bellum* is relevant both where insurgency exists and situations where it does not exist. Counterinsurgency is considered as a method of warfare. *Ius post bellum* is considered as an *in statu nascendi* legal concept. In both cases PRT is an important element of bringing peace and stability.

**Conclusion**

Modern counterinsurgency rejects kill-capture strategy. Instead, counterinsurgents follow win-the-population strategy, which is directed on building a stable and legitimate political order.68

Modern conflicts pose a challenge toward treaty law. Treaty law was created to fit conventional wars. Such wars are no longer dominant. A brief analysis of the last 60 years of world's history indicates clearly that international wars constitute a minority. The new standards require not only military interventions with humanitarian agenda but also better protection of human rights. This approach is confirmed not only by strategists but also by the international community. For example, UN Resolution 1674 on importance of preventing conflicts through development emphasized the importance of preventing an armed conflict through the promotion of economic growth, poverty eradication, sustainable development, national reconciliation, good governance, and democracy, the rule of law, as well as respect for, and protection of human rights.69 Transformations of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo or East Timor are good examples of such approach. At the same time, the lack of engagement of Americans in state building in Afghanistan in 1988 after Russian's withdrawal is an example how things may go wrong. The same type of international failure at the beginning of 1990's led to genocide in Rwanda.

Humanitarian law needs to be adapted to work in an asymmetric environment of non-international armed conflict. What is allowed under conventional IHL may not be acceptable in a modern counterinsurgency policy.70 Killing a member of a particular community instead of arresting him may fuel insurgency rather than limit it.71 This is because protecting the population is a centre of gravity to the counterinsurgent's strategy.72 Particularly with the rise of instant communication and publicity, any kill-capture operation could easily be found unreasonable by
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domestic and international opinion and reduce the legitimacy of the intervening counterinsurgent forces and their ability to win “hearts and minds”.73

The issues discussed above share one common feature – uncertainty of applicability of law. It is difficult to convince a local population that heavy armoured vehicle, full of looking like robots soldiers are much needed humanitarian help provided by PRT. It is not easy for an Afghan farmer to understand that destruction of his crops was legal collateral damage under international humanitarian law. It is also complicated to convince members of national Shura that the laws and types of government which NATO forces support are better than their own, hundreds years old system. This uncertainty also applies on global level. States are unable or unwilling to intervene in to affairs of other states even failed one. It is also difficult to find states willing to provide military or humanitarian support to rebuild the state for ten or fifteen years.

New wars where counterinsurgency is fought do not pose strategic threat to superpowers such as the USA, the UE or China. However these low intensity conflicts may not be left alone. They will be more and more common. Justification of the future asymmetric character of the conflicts also lays in economy. According to Kuźniar, 16% of world’s population spends 75% of global military expenses. As he argues an overwhelming power and range of military burden expenditure of rich countries will push poorer countries and entities into asymmetric warfare.74 This is why it is so important to face the challenge and try to analyse law applicable during modern asymmetrical, non-international armed conflicts. These wars modify traditional, conventional laws of war. Humanitarian law created for Eurocentric world needs to be foremost applicable in places such as Rwanda or Afghanistan.

Western hemisphere is particularly responsible for bringing peace and stability to places where violation of human rights occurs. It is due to fact that most of these places were exploited in the past by westerners. This obligation has to be combined with rebuilding of a state. It means that maybe it is time to think how to change the law in order to meet the challenges of the modern armed conflicts.

Abstract

The establishment of the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) by the Coalition forces in Afghanistan has blurred the lines between military and civilian targets and has affected the principle of distinction. This paper argues the legality of PRT’s activity in Afghanistan and raises general questions addressing legal challenges resulting out of modern armed conflict. This issue is particularly important especially taking into consideration that modern armed conflict overlaps with responsibility to rebuild of the country where the conflict takes place.
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The paper was divided into five substantial parts: Humanitarian law vs. modern conflict – which addresses the law applicable during conflicts of our times; modern counterinsurgency – which describes a new approach toward asymmetric conflicts; Provincial Reconstruction Team – which addresses a notion of a vital element of a counterinsurgency effort; Law of occupation from the perspective of modern conflicts – which discuss that law of occupation is not longer as relevant as it was at the time of its creation; Is there a need for a new law? – which argues that above mentioned concepts leads to necessity to critically approach some element of humanitarian law.
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